at the time of the launch the international space station will be about 870 miles in front of out to the northeast of the launch pad at an altitude of 250 statute miles inside 30 seconds to launch

we're standing by for engine start and we have liftoff of the 50 progress vehicle atop of soyn rocket on time at 841 and 46 seconds a.m. central standard
time first stage of the launch includes a four strap-on boosters the first phase
first stage lasts for about one minute
58 seconds
protein one minute after launch I'll
continuing to go smoothly reports of
parameters all being right in line
one minute 30 seconds into the launch
about 20 seconds left in stage 1 I'll continuing to go smoothly
you
standing by for separation of the four strap-on boosters the vehicles now
downrange about a hundred and eighteen kilometers
altitude is 49 kilometers
in the International Space Station is out in front of the Soyuz rocket that
will deliver progress to orbit on a lower orbit that will allow it to chase and catch up with the international space station earlier this afternoon after a four orbit rendezvous